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Lessons

8–9 Conjunctions and Interjections Reteaching

Name Date

A conjunction connects words or groups of words.

A coordinating conjunction connects words or word groups that have equal
importance in a sentence. The following are coordinating conjunctions: and, but,
for, nor, or, so, and yet.

Correlative conjunctions are word pairs that join words or groups of words. Some
correlative conjunctions are both . . . and, either . . . or, not only . . . but also, and
whether . . . or.

Subordinating conjunctions introduce subordinate clauses—clauses that cannot
stand alone as complete sentences. They join subordinate clauses to independent
clauses—clauses that can stand alone as complete sentences. The following are
some subordinating conjunctions: after, because, if, so that, since, than, when, 
and while.

A conjunctive adverb is used to express relationships between independent
clauses. Some common conjunctive adverbs are finally, furthermore, however,
instead, and still.

An interjection is a word or phrase that expresses a feeling. A strong interjection is
followed by an exclamation point. A mild interjection is set off with commas. 

Identifying Conjunctions, Conjunctive Adverbs, and Interjections
In the following sentences, underline the conjunctions once and the conjunctive
adverbs twice. Draw parentheses around any interjections.

1. Neither my grandmother nor my grandfather had ever left their hometown.

2. They wanted to see more of the world; therefore, they decided to visit New
York City.

3. When they saw New York, both my grandmother and grandfather said, “Wow!”

4. They were amazed not only by the tall buildings but also by the quick pace of life.

5. They had trouble deciding whether to travel by bus or by subway;
consequently, they spent a lot of time either walking or taking taxis.

6. Soon they found that getting around in the city was easier than they had
expected. 

7. While they were in New York, they wanted to go to a few shows, for the arts
are very popular there; accordingly, they bought tickets to a Broadway play and
a jazz concert.

8. As they walked out of the theater after seeing the play, Grandma said,
“Fantastic!”

9. They discussed whether they should go to the zoo or an art museum.

10. Since they love sports, they bought tickets to a baseball game. 

11. They enjoyed Italian dinners, and they sampled Chinese food; however,
Grandpa’s favorite was a hot dog from a street vendor.

12. Their visit was not long, yet they managed to see a lot of the city.

13. Their trip had been exciting; furthermore, it had been a lot of fun.
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